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INTERNATIONAL RETAILERS 
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iTunes UK/EU/DE/JP/AU 

Main page feature placement 
Genre page feature placement  
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Amazon UK/FR/GAS/JAP 

New and Notable feature placement 
 

Free MP3 feature placement  FR/UK 
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Napster UK/GAS 

Genre page feature placement  
Artist playlist feature placement 
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7 Digital UK/GAS/AUS 

Pre-order feature placement 
 

Free MP3 feature placement 
 

Genre page feature placement   
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HMV Digital UK 

Genre page feature placement 
  

feature placement 
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We7 UK 

Main page feature placement 
 

Genre page feature placement  
 

Newsletter feature placement 
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Retailers Continued 

Play.com (UK) 
Genre page feature 
placement   

 
Starzik (FR) 

Main page feature placement 
Genre page feature 
placement  

 
FNAC (FR) 

Selections feature placement 
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Retailers Continued 

Virgin Mega (FR) 
Free MP3 feature placement 
Genre page feature placement 

 
24/7 Germany (GAS) 

Genre page feature placements 
across various stores (white label 
service) 

 
Telestra / Big Pond (AUS) 

Genre page feature placement 
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EMERGING MARKETS 
2011 - 2012 
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China - R2G / Wa3.cn (wawawa) 

General territory / music industry information 
450M Internet users = 35% of population (Source: CNNIC) 
85% online activity = music 
33% users willing to pay (Source: Music 2.0 China) 

Must have convenient payment mechanism 

Distribution scope 
Central services 

China Mobile (12530.com) 
China Unicom (10155.com) 
China Telecom (iMusic.com) 

Provincial services (150+ services in 31 Provinces) 
Color Me / Tom.com / Sina.com.cn / SoGua.com / 
KuGoo.com / NetEase / Sohu.com / Kong.net, etc 
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China - R2G / Wa3.cn (wawawa) 

Services provided to INgrooves clients 
Copyright protection  proprietary piracy monitoring system 

Takedown notifications to unlicensed websites 
Ministry Of Culture  song registration 
Distribution & marketing  third party sites 

Full track online & OTA 
Audio & video mobile products 

Distribution on their own platform: Wa3.cn (wawawa) 
 

About the service 
Multi-genre retail store 
Microsoft Windows Media Player  iTunes style store 
Downloads & streaming (subscription & a la carte) 
3M+ unique visitors 
Mood / Style / Genre / Artist / Track  filter/search 
Editorial content 
Pricing: 

$2.90 per month for 100 songs 
$1.22 per month unlimited streaming 
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China - R2G / Wa3.cn (wawawa) 

Opportunities in 2012 
Wa3.cn  store related 

New releases features 
Inclusion in genre/ mood themed playlists 
Celebrity playlists (TBC) 

Marketing / editorial partnerships 
Promoters (Split Works, O2 Culture, etc.) 
Magazines (Painkiller, In-Style, etc.) 
Indie music  editorial sites (Indie Ray, etc.) 
Radio stations (Easy FM, Hit FM, etc.) 

focus / future developments 
Purchase destination from Microsoft Internet Explorer searches 
Widgets on social networks & external sites 
Awaken consumer  move away from limited mobile content 
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South Korea - Hellojune.net 

General territory / music industry information 
(Source: Music Week 16.04.2011) 

Pop. 48.6M / 39.4M internet users 
16.8M broadband households / 6.5M mobile 
55% of music sales now digital 
Digital success  4 years 
Two significant government contributions 

Technology infrastructure investment 
Intellectual property copyright protection 
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Paid  for  P2P  
  

Music  =  $$$  

Rec.  Co.  Licensing  
Illegal  P2P  

Into  
Legal  P2P  

Standard  Rate  
(Per  Month)  
$5  =  20  Tracks  
$10  =  Unlimited  

Government  Regs.  
3  Strikes  
Letters  &  

Disconnection  



South Korea - Hellojune.net 
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Opportunities in 2012 
Top music services  in South Korea: Melon, Bugs, Cyworld, Mnet and 
Dosirak (which together account for 95% of digital revenue) 
Hellojune distributes to all these leading stores, and many more (see the 
full list below) 
Marketing opportunities are TBD later in 2012 

 



Russia 

General territory / music industry information 
According to a late 2010 study, the level of piracy penetration reaches 
95%. About 90% of legal digital music is distributed via mobile and 10% 
via web channels 
Currently the major music companies declare development in the following 
directions: digital sales channels, local catalogue, new businesses, concert 
sales 
The market experts predict success of mobile subscription model as a sales 
model 
There are now 37.5M paid users of digital music in Eastern Europe (of which 
Russia is by far the biggest market) and that number is expected to grow to 
69.3M in 2014 (according to IE Research and Markets) 
The number of users who download digital music using their mobile devices 
will increase from 25.7M in 2009 to 39.5M in 2014 
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Russia - Fidel 

About the service 
Established in Nov. 2010, multiplatform service Fidel.ru  is a virtual self-sufficient 
platform for safe storage, delivery and consumption of digital content available for 
customers right where they need it: WEB, Mobile, Connected TV. Their revenue streams 
are: advertising (for open subscriptions), paid subscriptions and paid downloads 
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Opportunities in 2012 
Artist features on the website 
New album features on website  
Label features (currently they have a label page 
for Stonesthrow  pic. left) 
Cross-campaigns on social media  Facebook 
(currently over 
followers) 
Focus on indie releases (they featured Cider 
Sky, Keep Shelly in Athens, Ladytron, Active 
Child) 
Plugging songs for editorially curated playlists 



Russia  Zvooq 

About the service 
Streaming / radio service available to residents of Russia, former  

     Soviet Union and Mongolia.  
Zvooq markets themselves as a cloud service and operate on interconnected 
web and app platforms.  
The app is integrated with Facebook, so users can play their tracks and share 
their preferences, albums, songs and stations they listened to  much like with 
Spotify/ Deezer. Users can create a personal music library and playlists.  
Their revenue streams are: advertising (for open subscriptions), paid 
subscriptions and paid downloads. 

 

Opportunities in 2012 
Delivering and having the whole of the INgrooves catalogue ingested, followed 
by marketing initiatives: 

Artist features on the website 
New album features on website  
Cross-campaigns on social media   
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Russia  Yandex 

About the service 
Yandex search engine. Their annual revenue  

     grew 43% in 2010 
Whenever a user searches for music content, Yandex brings up their own 
streaming  
and other local legal services 
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Opportunities in 2012 
Delivering and having the 
whole of the INgrooves 
catalogue ingested 
Due to the nature of their 
business, no marketing 
initiatives exist 
However, we keep our contacts 
up to date with our marketing 
info in case anything changes 



Latin America - iTunes 

New iTunes stores 
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican 
Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala,  Honduras, Nicaragua, 
Panama, Paraguay, Peru & Venezuela 
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Brazilian subgenres 
Samba  
Pagode  
Axé  
MPB  
Sertanejo  
Bossa Nova  
Forró  
Frevo  
Choro  



NORTH AMERICA RETAILERS 
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iTunes US/CA/MX 

iTunes LP 
Deluxe version of the album that 
includes special content such as 
lyrics, photos, videos, credits, and 
more. INgrooves uses a third party 
to create LP. 
 

 
Countdown To  

Beginning four weeks out, a new 
track from the album is released on 
iTunes prior to the release date. 

releases consumers can use the 

a little over a month prior to release.   
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iTunes US/CA/MX (continued) 

Featured pre-order with instant 
grat track (or Countdown ) 

 
Celebrity Playlist Podcast 

Featured artist talks about his 
favorite songs and posts a 
podcast 

 
Free Song of the Week  

Main page, music main page, 
genre page, and newsletter 
feature placement 

 
Main page, music main page, 
indie spotlight, genre page, and 
newsletter feature placement  
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iTunes US/CA/MX (continued) 

iTunes, Facebook and Twitter page 
posts linking to the album on release 
date 

 
Potential pre-order ticket buy tie-in 

 
Urban Outfitters Monthly Playlist 

Free song featured on monthly 
downloadable playlist on 
urbanoutfitters.com 

 
iTunes Live from SoHo / iTunes Live 
/ iTunes Session 

Acoustic live iTunes exclusive EP 
featuring 6-9 tracks from the new 
album 

 
Starbucks Pick of the Week 
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Amazon US 

Song of the Day 
Discounted song featured 
prominently on MP3 home 
page, MP3 newsletter, and 
Gold Box Deals featured on 
Amazon home page 

 
Main page, genre page,  and 
newsletter feature placement 

 
Past buyer email blast 

 
Twitter announcement linking to 
new album 
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Amazon US (continued) 

Fishbowl Session 
Featured artist plays a few acoustic 
songs for Amazon staff at corporate 
headquarters (Seattle)  
Highly sought after and very limited 
number of performances allowed per 
year 

 
Deal of the Day 

Prominent placement on 
AmazonMP3.com for one day 
Highly discounted price  full 
wholesale is paid for by Amazon MP3 

 
100/$5  

100 albums discounted at $5 retail for 
one month 
Approximately 8-12 weeks after 
release date 
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eMusic US 

Review of the Day: Main page feature placement 
New and Noteworthy: Main page feature placement 

Pick: Main page feature placement  
Daily Download: Free track is provided 
Newsletter: Coordinate around release 
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Zune US 

Genre page feature placement 
 

Artist of the Week 
 Home page, genre page, 
Xbox Live, Zune on WP7 

 
Main page feature placement 

 
Celebrity Mix Playlist 

 
Newsletter feature placement 

 
Free track (day of release) and 
New and Necessary newsletter 
feature placement 
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Vevo US 

Ask: Reply 
Original content feature allowing fans to ask 
a question via Facebook or Twitter in a 
special home page callout 
Five questions are chosen by Vevo and the 

 special home page callout 
 

Pitch Vevo.com home page music 
video premiere or feature placement 

 
YouTube Playlist 

 Featured among four other videos by similar 
artists 
Feature videos hand selected by Vevo staff 

 

Pitch ticket giveaway on  
Facebook page 

 
Music video mention on  Twitter 
page 
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YouTube US 
 

Sneak Preview 
Featured artist picks eight 
tracks and discusses 
inspiration for each in a video 
interview 
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Rhapsody US 

Genre page feature placement 
  

Main page feature placement 
 

Indie page feature placement 
 

Genre Newsletter  feature placement 
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Spotify US/UK 

Artist playlist feature placement 
Track by track interviews (supported by audio/display ads) 
Pre-release streams (supported by audio/display ads) 
Exclusive content (supported by audio/display ads) 

 
 
 



Rdio US/CA 

Pitch ad-share program 
Artist playlist feature placement 
Rdio Recommends feature placement 
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HMV Digital CA 

Artist feature sale and contest on HMV Digital and PureHMV 
Pre-order feature placement 
Free Track of the Week feature placement 
Main page feature placement   

 
 
 



SOCIAL NETWORKING &                    
FAN ENGAGEMENT TOOLS 
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Root Music 

Root Music serves as a vehicle 
for digital assets on Facebook. 
Re-skin artist page, allowing for 
customization with photos, tour 
dates, album art, and 
streaming/downloadable tracks. 
Root Music also creates a way 
to require fans to give their 

artists before downloading or 
streaming a track.  
Series of strategic posts with 
new information about the 
album. Suggestions include 

albums, links to an album 
teaser, and new merchandise. 
This will encourage fans to chat 
with each other about the new 
release and help build a buzz 
around the artist. 
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Topspin 

Industry leading direct-to-fan 
ecommerce and marketing solution 
Encompasses both digital and 
physical merchandise 
Recently linked with Root Music for 
easy Facebook implementation and 
rollout 
Allows bands to create merchandise 
packages of physical (merch, tickets, 
bundles) and digital products for sale 
within their Facebook page/website 
Robust email platform is included. 
Typical campaigns offer a free MP3 

email 
Deep analytics available to assess 
the results of the campaign  
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SoundCloud 

URL tracking 
 

Geographic play counts 
 

Time-based charts of plays and 
shares of MP3s 

 
Quick embedding web widgets 
for all types of websites  

 

to interact with all social 
networks at once 

 
Private file transferring to pitch 
music to services and writers 
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Features include: 



Facebook and Google Ad Buys 

Budgets and geo-targeting TBD 
Create a Facebook ad campaign in North America 
Advertise and link to either iTunes or Amazon pre-order 
Target a more specific audience, i.e.: current artist fans, to ensure 
awareness of release  
Promotion will start on pre-order date 
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ONLINE PARTNERSHIPS 
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Previous Campaigns 

Genre-based features: 
INgrooves works with clients over a variety of genres from all over the world. 
We are constantly adding new marketing opportunities to keep abreast of 
these highly competitive genres 
 

Previous campaigns include: 
Los Rakas OkayPlayer debut 
Nick Cannon MySpace takeover 
Lissie featured on Clear Channel/Iheartradio.com 
Smith Westerns Facebook/Rdio promotion 
Phonte HiphopDX exclusive interview and feature 
Drew Seeley interactive chat on Stickam.com 15,843 views 
Casxio feature on Hardcandy.com 
Sherrie Austin interview and free download on The Boot 
Adebisi Shank feature on AOL Spinner 
Drew Holcomb feature on Musichype 
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Song Of The Day: New free track featured on blog each day, with accompanying 
artwork and write-up 
Antenna: Weekly feature highlighting developing artist, with numerous free tracks 
Scanner: 
news in that genre, and offers one or more free tracks that will appeal to fans of that 
genre 
Video Spotlight: Video artist interview with feature and numerous free tracks 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Google Music Magnifier 



AOL Music and AOL Spinner 

 Weekly streaming parties 
(genre-based in Spinner) 
that start one week prior to 
release date, with buy links 
to Amazon.com 

 
A Day in the Life 

 AOL Spinner creates 
video content by 
spending a day with an 
artist 
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Clear Channel 

 Clear Channel and iheartradio.com have 
a variety of opportunities for large scale 
mainstream exposure with 22 million 
unique visitors a month to their site 

 
Sneak Peek:  album single and video 
debut  music for streaming only, no 
downloads, links to iTunes and Amazon, 
multiple on-air mentions, home page 
placement on each station website 

Exclusive to Clear Channel 
 

Exclusive interviews 
Traditionally take place in NYC, at 
Clear Channel headquarters 
Feature is pitched one month out 
Video clips are promoted on relevant 
genre pages on the iheartradio.com 
network and station websites 
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MySpace 

 Album Premieres 
Each week MySpace features 
weekly album premieres on the 
music page with iTunes buy links 

 
Artist Interviews 

MySpace conducts artist interviews 
for placement on the site 
May include video interview  

 
Hijacks 

MySpace has artist page hijacks of 
the site (see attached) 

 
New Music Tuesday Playlists 

Weekly playlists that stream one 
track from a featured record, 
including a buy link to iTunes 
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STICKAM 

Pioneer in live-streaming video and the 
largest live community currently on the 
web 

7 million registered users 
180 million page views per month 
3 million stream views per day 

(18 minutes  besting YouTube 
and Facebook) 

 
Page Takeover 

Home page feature placement 
and artist takeover for a limited 
amount of time 

 
Chat Session 

Artists chat live via webcam to 
their fans 
Can also utilize Ustream for 
similar programming options 
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MOBILE DISTRIBUTION AND 
MARKETING 
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Mobile Personalization and Full Track OTA 

Launch content across all mobile retail channels  
Feature placement pitched to all partners 

New arrivals 
Playlists 
Feature folder 
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Mobile Retailers 

 North America- Carrier Channels 
Verizon Wireless 
AT&T 
T-Mobile 
Sprint/Nextel 
Virgin Mobile USA 
Metro PCS 
US Cellular 
Alltel  
TELUS 
Rogers 
Bell Mobility 
Virgin Mobile Canada 
Cricket 
Tracfone 
Boost Mobile 
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 Direct-2-Consumer 

Jamster 
Thumbplay 
 

 
Ringtone Applications 

Realtone Jukebox 
Verizon VIP application 
Funmobility 

 
 

 
 
 

 



 

 Majority of mobile revenues come from 
direct placement on the mobile carrier 

 
INgrooves delivers and launches content 
on all Tier 1 carriers in the US 
Tier 1 Carriers: 

Verizon Wireless 
AT&T 
Sprint/Nextel 
T-Mobile 

Possible placements include: 
 

Playlists 
Bundles (includes ringtone, ring back, and 
full track in one offering) 
Seasonal placements 
Exclusives 
Social networking campaigns where 

Twitter, Facebook, etc.  
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Keyword To Short Code Distribution 

Keywords allow direct-to-consumer distribution for mobile 
personalization content (ringtones) through a short code 

ringtone from Thievery Corporation! 
Keywords must be requested 6-8 weeks before launch 
Placement is for physical units, Internet, and on-site 
even marketing 
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Mobile Widgets  

Allow client to sell mobile personalization content directly from their website 
and social networking sites 
Allow fans to post, promote, and sell from their own sites 
 
 

 
Generic widget created using web-based platform 
Supported content 
Ringtones 
Immediate creation as long as content is live on Thumbplay 
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Thumbplay 

 



Mobile Applications 

The Smartphone has taken the 
mobile landscape by storm 

 
Platforms like iPhone, Android, and 
Blackberry have made it easier for 
content providers to market and 
distribute content, bypassing the 

stores 
 

INgrooves has solidified app-
developer relationships and can 
oversee the development of your own 
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Myxer 

Over 20 million users 
Home page takeover 

24-hour takeover of home page 
Must offer one piece of content for free 
All other content will be sold at a 
premium price 
Buy links to iTunes and Amazon are 
included on home page 

Pick of the Day 
Featured ringtone of the day 
Ringtone would be free for a period of 
two weeks 
All other content will be sold at a 
premium price 
Buy links to iTunes and Amazon are 
included on home page 
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Synch / Licensing Overview 

Major industries pitched to: 
TV  network and cable 
Film / trailers 
Interactive video games (console and mobile) 
Advertising 
Internet 

Tools Utilized 
Monthly samplers on CD and SoundCloud 
Licensing site  http://license.ingrooves.com 
Custom pitches to music supervisors based on needs and budget 

Revenue 
Typical synch deals with INgrooves labels are now 75/25 
INgrooves is non-exclusive on synch deals 
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http://license.ingrooves.com/


Recent Synchs - TV 

CBS  CSI: Miami 
ESKMO  Agnus Dei 
 Bluetech  Probability Tree 
 Bassnectar  Timestretch 
 The Glass  Green Leaves 
 DJ Fame & Eric Sharp  Wiggle Room  

Fox  Glee 
 That A Kick In The Head (Karaoke Dean Martin) 

By My Baby (Ronettes Karaoke) 
NBC  Royal Pains 

Hayley Taylor  Waking 
CBS  Cold Case 

Los Guaracheros de Oriente  Mil Congojas 
HBO  Eastbound and Down 

Paul Brooks  More Than A Feeling 
WWE  Friday Night Smackdown 

Boyce Avenue  Hear Me Now 
The Days, The Nights  Her Name Is Alice 
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My Spoonful / Musichype / Fusicology 

Email-based newsletters that offer 
free track downloads for their users 

 
 

Create viral marketing campaigns 

to download  
 
 

INgrooves is featured bi-weekly in 
these newsletters 
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Blogs 

 A key force in music discovery 
and marketing 

 
Relationships with some of the 
most important sites that help 
shape the marketplace 

 
Mailing list of over 500 sites 
around the world 

 
INgrooves alerts blogs of new 
records, gives free downloads, 
and options to engage further with 
artists 

 
Arrange interviews, album 
reviews, custom playlists, and 
other customized promotions 
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Other Press 

 Connections to various traditional media outlets that fall outside the realm of 
our weekly partners 

Local print press (San Francisco Weekly) 
Industry magazines (Mixmag) 
Terrestrial radio (Live 105 and Pacifica networks) 
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Metrics  Next Big Sound 

Monitor web traffic of all major 
networks including Facebook 
and YouTube 
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Metrics  Big Champagne 

Allow side-by-side comparisons against similar artists in the workplace 
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Google Trends 

 These services assist in measuring: 
Fan activity 
Social network activity and comparisons (Facebook, Last.fm, MySpace, iLike, Twitter) 
Chart activity at digital and physical retailers 
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END 
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